### 2019 Recipients

**Travel Grants and Scholarships for TESOL International Convention and English Language Expo**

#### GRANTS

**Albert H. Marckwardt Travel Grant**
- Ben Naismith
- Grady Kepler
- Jackie Ridley
- Oguzhan Tekin

**Award for International Participation at TESOL**
- Marijana Macis
- Salome Villa Larenas
- Thu Nguyen
- Yoke Sim Fong

**TESOL/TEFL Travel Grant**
- Catherine Nansobya

**The University of Pittsburgh Travel Award for IEP Instructors**
- Amanda Hilliard

**Betty Azar Travel Grant for Practicing ESL/EFL Teachers**
- Anita Selec
- Carmen Bernier
- Evgenija Kjuka
- Hemamalini Ramachandran
- Laura Giacomini
- Prosanto Datta
- Rajasekaran Venkatraman
- Richard Oandasan
- Samira Chaibeddra
- Serdamba Jambalsuren
### SCHOLARSHIPS

#### Ruth Crymes TESOL Academies Fellowships
- Mohamed Taha
- Shuzhan Li

#### The TESOL Award for an Outstanding Paper on NNEST Issues
Sebahat Tezgiden Cakcak

#### TESOL Leadership Mentoring Program
- Amoni Kitooke
- Ninj-Erdene Khurel
- Riah Werner

#### TESOL Professional Development Scholarships
- Abigail Carrigan
- Amanda Snell
- Amin Davoodi
- Audrey Reed
- Aisulu Aibat
- Catherine Njau
- Hilal Peker
- Jessie Ebersole
- Julie Dell-Jones
- Le Chen
- Lei Jiang
- Maïko Hata
- Michael Bowen
- Rachel Lithman
- Susan Gong
- Whitney Gaskill